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1st February 2015 Stockholm and Aarhus: Fairwater Marine AB, the specialized Nordic marine insurance intermediary, and 

Krahn Insurance Brokers, Aarhus the newly established Danish marine insurance intermediary, are pleased to announce 

their merger today. 

Fairwater Marine AB, founded in 2004, has a strong market position in Sweden and Finland with offices in 3 regional 

locations servicing more than 130 shipping clients regionally and worldwide.   

Krahn Insurance Brokers was established by Per Krahn who has more than 30 years experience in the Danish Insurance 

market and the last 15 years in the marine and cargo insurance market. 

Jan Risinger, founder and CEO of Fairwater Marine AB, said: "I am very pleased that we have found common ground with Per 

Krahn and his team and that they are joining Fairwater Marine. It will be a tremendous boost to Fairwater Marine’s regional 

impact to have Per Krahn’s experience and local knowledge within the group.  By joining together we are creating a very 

strong partner for marine clients throughout our operational area.  The partnership is another important part of our 

expansion in the Nordic Region, and is a major step in our combined goal of creating a powerful, Nordic marine broking 

capability with a global reach”. 

Per Krahn, founder of Krahn Insurance Brokers said:  “This partnership is exactly what we need.  Fairwater Marine has a 

great reputation and brand in the market, and we share a great many values as companies.  Fairwater’s employees are 

innovative specialists who are recognised as experts in their field.  The merger provides us with the fuel to expand and 

develop in a way we could not have managed on our own, accelerating our expansion. By joining together we can give our 

clients access to Fairwaters broader global distribution network and product capabilities. The two organisations specialist 

knowledge complements each other very well and gives the new Fairwater Marine an edge in the market.  
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Fairwater Marine AB is an international insurance intermediary with offices in Gothenburg, Stockholm and Helsinki.  The 

Company service over 130 direct clients in the Nordic Counties, UK, Continental Europe as well as Hong Kong and 

Singapore.  Fairwater Marine is a highly specialized intermediary in the marine segment, with clients such as shipowners, 

shipmanagers, charterers, shipyards, terminal operators and others within the shipping service sector. 

For more information, please visit www.fairwater.se or contact: 

 

Jan RisingerJan RisingerJan RisingerJan Risinger 

CEO, Fairwater Marine AB 

+46 7380 00926 

Jan.risinger@fairwater.se 
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Krahn Insurance Brokers was established as an independent insurance intermediary with specialization in marine, transport 

and logistics. It’s founder, Per Krahn has been independent broker since 1989 and in this field of insurance the last 15 

years, primarily looking after clients within Ship Owning, ship-building and –repair, charterers, shipyards, terminal 

operators and others within the shipping service and cargo sector. 

For more information, please visit www.fairwater.dk or contact: 

 

Per KrahnPer KrahnPer KrahnPer Krahn 

CEO, Fairwater Marine ApS  

+45 3070 6521 

Per.Krahn@fairwater.dk 

 


